CHOCOLATE PROCESSING

CHOCOLATE COIN FOILING AND EMBOSsing MACHINE

THE MACHINE AUTOMATICALLY TAKES A CHOCOLATE COIN SHAPED DISK AND COVERS WITH A THICK FOIL ON THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF THE PRODUCT.

This then goes through a process where the foils are stamped together and compressed, the plungers that are used for compression have wording or a company logo engraved at the ends and the compression embosses this onto the foil.

The result is a perfect foil covered chocolate coin, with embossed wording on the foil.

One operator can manage multiple machines.

FEATURES

- Foils two coins in one cycle.
- Compact machine.
- Two foil roll unwinders.
- Easy size change.
- Product outfeed conveyor.
CHOCOLATE PROCESSING

CHOCOLATE COIN FOILING AND EMBOSsing MACHINE

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Height
1500mm

Overall Length
1500mm

Overall Width
1800mm

Material
Machine - 304 Stainless-Steel

Power
220v single phase
0.75Kw

Uses
Chocolate Coins
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